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TRANSPORT, INFRASTRUCTURE AND CLIMATE CHANGE COMMITTEE MEETING - 4
NOVEMBER 2008

In my appearance at the Transport, Infrastructure and Climate Change Committee on 4
November 2008, I offered to provide a list of delegates and a programme for the expert
workshop on carbon assessment, which took place on the 24 & 25 November. These are
attached as Annex A and B to this letter, and would ask you to note these supersede
previous drafts of the same, which were provided to Committee officials at the time of my
appearance.

I shall keep the Committee informed of significant developments as the carbon assessment
work progresses.
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Annex A: Carbon Assessment Workshop 24/25 November 2008

External experts

Anthony Barker
Jan Bebbington
Roel Delahaye
Stephen Elderkin
Daniel Forster
Rocky Harris
Gjalt Huppes
Peter R0rmose Jensen
Paul Koutstaal
Peter McGregor
Max Munday
Maarten van Rossum
Stuart Sneddon
John Stocks
George Tarvit
Karen Turner
Tommy Wiedmann

Cambridge Econometrics
University of St Andrews
Netherlands Statistics
DECC
AEA
Defra
Leiden University
Statistics Denmark
Dutch Central Planning Bureau
University of Strathclyde
University of Cardiff
Netherlands Statistics
AEA
Carbon Trust
Sustainable Scotland Network
University of Strathclyde
University of York, Stockholm Environment Institute

SG/Agency/NDPB attendees

Sam Anson
Alistair Brown
Sir John Elvidge
Ian Grieve
Neil Kitchi ng
Eric Mcrory
Peter Singleton
Richard Wakeford

Transport SG
Finance SG
Permanent Sec SG
Health SG
Scottish Enterprise
SEPA
SEPA
SG

In addition, there is a project team including SG officials and staff from Pricewaterhouse
Coopers [the contractorsto the project], who also gave some of the presentations and
facilitated various sessions.
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Annex B:
Scottish Government Carbon Assessment Project Workshop
Edinburgh, November 24th to 25th 2008

24 November PM
Tea and re istration
Welcome & Introductions - Chair

• H&S
• Round the table

Background to the Carbon Assessment Project
• Ministers' carbon assessment commitment and

the outcome to be achieved
• Vision for public sector carbon accounting and

the overarching objective to reduce emissions

Overview of the Carbon Assessment Project
• Project governance - steering group, SG, PwC

roles
• Project overview - key activities (including

spending review, HLA, ILA), milestones, and
timescales

• Workshops and steering group meetings
• Feedback from this workshop
• Reporting

What are the objectives for the workshop?
• Rules and detailed agenda
• Purpose of the workshop - what input are we

looking for? Le feedback/agreement on
methodology

• Rules of engagement I tone setting
• Agenda (who will do what, how we will capture

feedback)

What is the UK and Scottish climate change
policy?

• Scottish carbon targets
• Policy context (devolved vs reserved matters)
• Carbon reduction initiatives and expected

savings in key areas
• Role of carbon assessment in helping deliver

Scottish carbon targets

The role of carbon accounting in the UK and
Scotland

• Carbon accounting in the context of UK carbon
budgets

• How will budgeting facilitate carbon reduction
• Policy co-ordination with devolved regions
• Why a production based approach is used.
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13:50

14.00

14.10
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Rebekah
Widdowfield
(Scottish
Government)

John Elvidge
(Scottish
Government)

Rebekah
Widdowfield
(Scottish
Government)

Richard Gledhill
(PwC)

Philip Wright
(Scottish
Government)

Stephen Elderkin
(Department of
Energy and
Climate Change)
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How can carbon accounting help deliver climate
change policy?

• Carbon accounting and the impact of
government on emissions

• The economy wide effects on greenhouse gas
emissions of reducing emissions from
government spending

• Effective and efficient measures to reduce
emissions from government spending.

What are the challenges of moving from carbon
accounting to carbon informed decision making?

• Carbon accounting context
• Carbon balance sheet
• Carbon reduction trajectory
• Governance

Tea break
What is the current thinking on a carbon
assessment framework for Scotland?

• Objectives
• Assessment methods
• Target setting
• Challenges

What is the public spend and budget context?
- Spending review process and issues

- Public spend analysis and issues

What other carbon accounting projects have taken
place and what were the policy implications?
Dr Delahaye
Case study on how NAMEA has been used to analyse
carbon impacts and what information can be derived to
inform policy decisions in the area of carbon reduction.

Max Munday
• Brief overview of work with the Welsh

Assembly: application of carbon accounting,
methods used, data availability etc.

• Issues experienced and how these were
overcame.

• Any recommendations or learning points for the
Scottish Government project

• How carbon accounting has impacted upon
policy development

Close
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14.55

15:15

15.35
15.55

16.25

16.55

18.00

Dr Paul Koutstaal
(Dutch Central
Planning Bureau)

Professor Jan
Bebbington
(University of St
Andrews)

Melissa
Carrington (PwC)

Expert panel:
• Alistair Brown,
(Finance
Directorate,
Scottish
Government)

• Melissa
Carrington

• Jo McDonnell
(PwC)

• Dr Delahaye
(Netherlands
Statistics )

• Dr Max
Munday
(University of
Cardiff)

• George Tarvit
(Sustainable
Scotland
Network)

Rebekah
Widdowfield
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25 November 2008
What are the methodological options for
measuring and reporting the climate change
impacts from public spend?

• Introduction to methodological options for
carbon accounting and reporting

• Overview of briefing paper options
• Criteria for assessment
• Scope of emissions (direct, indirect and

induced)

Experts Panel 1- Focus on Methodology

- Bottom up approach
- Hybrid EIO
- Macro-dynamic modelling

Each to address:
• What is the approach?
• How is it applied?
• What are the limitations / benefits?
• What are the data requirements?
• Relevant case study?

Tea break
Experts Panel 2 - Focus on Data Requirements

Daniel Forster
- Scottish GHG inventory
- Scottish 1-0 data
- Empirical data requirements inc trade data

Karen Turner
• Importance of input-output accounts for any

empirical analysis of economy-environment
issues

• Different philosophies/perspectives under/from
which responsibility for resource use/pollution
generation can be allocated using system-wide
empirical frameworks - from measures under
the production accounting principle (Kyoto) to
those following the consumption accounting
principle (footprints) and a range of measures
in between.

• Appropriate uses and applicability of different
types of empirical frameworks/models

• Availability of Scottish 1-0 data
• Review of work

09:00 John-Mark Zwyko
and Melissa
Carrington (PwC)

09:15 Expert panel:

• John Stocks
(Carbon Trust)

• Dr Tommy
Wiedmann,
(Stockholm
Environment
Institute)

• Peter McGregor
(University of
Strathclyde)

• Anthony Barker
(Cambridge
Econometrics )

11:00
11 :15 Expert panel:

• Daniel Forster
(AEA
Technology) ..

• Dr Karen Turner
(University of
Strathclyde)
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15 session breakout groups· options analysis

- Introduce assessment criteria for methods
- Assess the options against criteria
- Answer set questions e.g. rank methods

Lunch
Feedback from options analysis breakout groups
and discussion
2" session breakout groups - Application to
different areas of spend

Consideration of questions relating to carbon
accounting and emissions reductions within
- spending areas (e.g health, transport, economic
affairs )
- different parts of public sector (Central Government,
LAs, NDPBs)

Questions to include:
• What are the main emissions reduction

opportunities?
• Do methodologies support identification of

emissions reduction opportunities?
• How would progress in reducing emissions

register at spend portfolio level with each
methodology?

Coffee
Feedback from breakout groups and discussion

Wrap up
Summary of output from the day, process for accepting
further feedback, reminder of timelines

Close and thanks
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